Bone is a dynamic tissue that undergoes constant remodeling in response to physical load and metabolic demands. The accurate measurement of bone resorption is of interest in many disease processes, including osteoporosis, osteitis deformans (Paget disease of bone), various endocrine disorders, and metastatic bone cancer. The degree of bone turnover can be evaluated both at the time of diagnosis and during the course of treatment to monitor patient response.

Type I collagen is the most abundant form of collagen in the body. It forms about 90% of the organic mass of bones and tendons and is the major collagen of many structures in the body, such as skin, cornea, and ligaments. Many types of cells produce type I collagen, but most is produced by fibroblasts, odontoblasts, and osteoblasts. Type I collagen is important in tissue healing and remodeling; one of the major roles of type I collagen is contribution to certain bone glycoproteins and hydroxyapatite crystals, where it is critical to handling physical stresses.

Carboxyterminal cross-linked telopeptide of type I collagen is a degradation product of bone resorption. The formation of this degradation product is mediated by specific proteinases that are released by osteoclasts. This activity leads to free and peptide-bound metabolites of the type I collagen. These products are released from either the N-terminal region or amino-terminal region of type I collagen. Creation of ICTP and the amino-terminal region from the parent collagen can occur as a result of the separate collagenolytic pathways that are involved in the release of these fragments, which results in the formation of different epitopes. The amino-terminal region is released during bone resorption and is dependent on cathepsin K activity, whereas the ICTP epitope is released following metalloproteinase activity; thus, ICTP is also
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**Objective**—To evaluate the usefulness of carboxyterminal cross-linked telopeptide of type I collagen (ICTP) concentrations for screening dogs for the presence of osteosarcoma.

**Sample Population**—32 client-owned dogs with osteosarcoma (27 dogs with osteosarcoma of the appendicular skeleton and 5 dogs with osteosarcoma of the axial skeleton) and 44 non–tumor-bearing control dogs.

**Procedures**—Serum was obtained from blood samples collected from dogs with osteosarcoma and from clinically normal dogs. The serum ICTP concentration was determined by use of a commercially available radioimmunoassay for ICTP.

**Results**—Mean ± SD serum ICTP concentration in the tumor-bearing dogs was 7.32 ± 2.88 ng/mL, and in clinically normal dogs, it was 6.77 ± 2.31 ng/mL; values did not differ significantly. Mean serum ICTP concentration in dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma, compared with that of clinically normal dogs, was not significantly different. Mean serum ICTP concentration in dogs with axial skeletal tumor location was 10.82 ± 2.31 ng/mL, compared with a value of 6.73 ± 2.28 ng/mL in dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma.

**Conclusions and Clinical Relevance**—On the basis of the results of this study, serum ICTP concentrations are not a clinically useful screening tool for the detection of appendicular osteosarcoma in dogs. Despite the observation that serum ICTP concentration was higher in dogs with axial osteosarcoma than in clinically normal dogs, serum ICTP concentration determination is not a suitable screening test for osteosarcoma. (Am J Vet Res 2008;69:1481–1486)
classified as the metalloproteinase–amino-terminal region.7,8

These metabolites can be measured in the urine or serum by use of a variety of assays. The measurement of ICTP is performed only in serum, whereas assessment of the amino-terminal region uses both serum and urine.9 There are several potential contributors to the serum ICTP concentration, including diurnal variation, age, sex, and possibly diet.10–13 The cleaved ICTP molecule does not undergo further breakdown and therefore is a stable indicator of bone resorption. The measurement of ICTP has become a useful and important monitoring tool in various bone conditions in humans, such as in rheumatoid arthritis, during pregnancy, and in metastatic bone carcinoma.3,14–16 However, this assay has not yet been used to evaluate bone resorption in canine cancer patients.

Osteosarcoma is the most common primary bone tumor in dogs, usually occurring in large- to giant breed-dogs and most commonly affecting the metaphyseal region of appendicular bones. The exact etiology of osteosarcoma in dogs is unknown, and many factors for tumor development have been postulated. Rapid early growth and stress on limbs, with injury to sensitive cells, are often cited as possible reasons for bone tumor formation. The radiographic appearance of these tumors typically indicates concurrent cortical bone lysis and proliferation within the lesion.19 The standard treatment for osteosarcoma of the appendicular skeleton (ie, appendicular osteosarcoma) in dogs is amputation of the affected limb combined with adjuvant chemotherapy. Protocols that combine these elements have been shown to extend the median survival time to about 1 year in affected dogs.20–21 Most of the dogs die of distant metastatic disease. Osteosarcomas that form in the axial skeletal regions (ie, axial osteosarcoma) are commonly treated with surgical removal with or without adjuvant radiation therapy or chemotherapy for incompletely removed lesions.22–26 There are several reports20,29–31 in the veterinary literature regarding evaluation of various markers of bone activity and reports of markers of bone metabolism for specific diseases.

The goal of the study reported here was to evaluate the concentrations of ICTP in tumor-bearing dogs and to compare these concentrations with those detected in clinically normal dogs. In this study, we determined the serum ICTP concentration in dogs with osteosarcoma before therapeutic intervention to assess the usefulness of this test as a diagnostic screening tool. Our hypothesis was that serum ICTP concentrations are higher in tumor-bearing dogs as a result of increased bone resorption, compared with those of clinically normal dogs.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals**—Thirty-two client-owned dogs were admitted to the Cancer Care Clinic at the University of Illinois, College of Veterinary Medicine for evaluation of suspected osteosarcoma. Lesions were identified by findings on physical examination in dogs with appendicular lesions and on radiographic and computerized tomographic images of the affected sites in dogs with axial skeletal lesions. All of the dogs (n = 32) had histologic confirmation of the bone lesion as an osteosarcoma or cytologic confirmation of bone sarcoma. All samples for evaluation of ICTP were obtained prior to any therapeutic intervention.

Dogs from which control samples (n = 44) were obtained were client-owned dogs that were admitted to the University of Illinois Veterinary Teaching Hospital for diagnosis and treatment of other disorders or were student-owned dogs that were clinically normal. Control dogs that were admitted for other conditions were determined to be free of orthopedic problems on physical examination. Selection of the control patients that were age, breed, and sex matched was attempted. All of the control patients were reevaluated at 8 months following the completion of this study and were found to be tumor free. The protocol for sample acquisition was reviewed and approved by the Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee, and all samples were obtained with informed client consent.

**Sample collection**—Blood samples were collected via jugular venipuncture from all dogs. The blood was collected in a 20-mL syringe and then transferred to a glass tube for clot formation. Tubes were centrifuged at 1,252 × g for 10 minutes. Serum was harvested and placed in polypropylene cryovials. Samples were frozen and stored at −70°C. All samples were processed and placed in the freezer within 60 minutes of collection. Blood sample collection as described here is similar to a collection method reported.8

**Analytical methods**—Serum ICTP concentration was determined by use of a commercial radioimmunoassay. Briefly, in this assay, the ICTP in the unknown sample competed with iodine 125–labeled ICTP for binding sites on a rabbit polyclonal antibody against ICTP. A gamma counter detected the amount of bound tracer in the sample. The amount of unbound (free) tracer was inversely proportional to the concentration of ICTP in the test sample. The concentration of ICTP in the test sample was determined against a standard curve. This assay is used to detect serum ICTP concentrations in humans in the range of 0 to 50 ng/mL, with a reported sensitivity of 0.5 ng/mL. Validity of the ICTP immunoassay for use with canine serum has been described by others. 8 Samples from all dogs were analyzed in duplicate by use of the same assay kit.

**Statistical analysis**—Continuous variables (age and serum ICTP concentration) were tested by use of the D’Agostino-Pearson test to determine whether they were normally distributed. Serum ICTP concentrations were compared among dogs with osteosarcoma and control dogs with a t test for independent samples. The Pearson χ² test was used to determine whether the distribution of categoric variables differed among groups. A 1-way ANOVA was used to compare the serum ICTP concentration among dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma, dogs with axial osteosarcoma, and control dogs. The Levene test for equality of variances was used to evaluate the variances among groups. A Student-Newman-Keuls test for pairwise comparisons was used to test for differences in mean serum ICTP concentrations among groups (appendicular osteosarcoma, axial osteosarcoma, and control dogs). The standard statistical definition of outliers was applied. Outliers were defined...
as being mild when values were smaller than the lower quartile minus 1.5 times the interquartile range, or larger than the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (inner fences), and as extreme when values were smaller than the lower quartile minus 3 times the interquartile range, or larger than the upper quartile plus 3 times the interquartile range (outer fences).

Logistic regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between serum ICTP concentrations in dogs with osteosarcoma versus dogs without osteosarcoma, dogs with appendicular tumor sites versus dogs with axial tumor sites, and dogs with appendicular sites versus dogs without osteosarcoma. Variables (age, neuter status, breed, and serum ICTP concentration) potentially influencing the outcome (presence of osteosarcoma or not) were entered in a stepwise method in the regression model if they had values of $P < 0.05$ and removed if they had values of $P > 0.1$. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient ($\rho$) was calculated to evaluate potential correlation between serum ICTP concentrations and age of patients and control dogs. A scatter diagram and a regression line were used to graphically describe the observed relationship. A residual plot was used to aid the visual evaluation of the goodness of fit of various models, and the best fitted model was chosen.

All reported $P$ values are 2-sided. Values of $P < 0.05$ were considered significant. Statistical analyses were performed with standard statistical software.

**Results**

Tumor-bearing dogs had a median age of 8 years (range, 2 to 12 years) with a mean of 8.16 years. Control dogs had a median age of 7 years (range, 1 to 15 years) with a mean of 7.8 years (Table 1). Mean $\pm$ SD serum ICTP concentrations in the tumor-bearing dogs was $7.32 \pm 2.88$ ng/mL with a 95% CI of 6.33 to 8.41 ng/mL. Mean serum ICTP concentration of control dogs was $6.77 \pm 2.31$ ng/mL with a 95% CI of 6.07 to 7.47 ng/mL (Figure 1). The difference between the mean serum ICTP concentration in tumor-bearing dogs versus control dogs was not significant ($P = 0.31$).

Mean serum ICTP concentrations in dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma ($n = 27$) was $6.73 \pm 2.28$ ng/mL with a 95% CI of 5.45 to 6.49 ng/mL. Mean serum ICTP concentration in dogs with axial osteosarcoma ($n = 5$) was $10.82 \pm 2.61$ ng/mL with a 95% CI of 6.34 to 15.31 ng/mL. The mean ICTP concentration in dogs with axial osteosarcoma was significantly higher than the mean serum ICTP concentration in dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma and control dogs (Figure 2).

Results of logistic regression analysis did not identify serum ICTP concentration as a significant determinant of outcome. Male sex was associated with in-
creased risk for osteosarcoma in our sample (odds ratio, 2.75; 95% CI, 1.07 to 7.07).

Evaluation of the relationship between serum ICTP concentration and the age of the dog indicated a negative correlation of –0.39 (P = 0.006). These results indicated that as the age of the individual increased, the serum ICTP concentration decreased (Figure 3). No significant difference was detected with regard to neuter status, breed, and age between dogs with osteosarcoma and control dogs.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate serum ICTP as a bone resorption marker in dogs with osteosarcoma. There have been several studies\(^8\,\,9\,\,20\,\,21\,\,31\,\,32\,\,33\) that examined the concentration of ICTP in clinically normal dogs or in dogs with pathologic conditions such as periodontal disease and osteomyelitis. The results of our study indicated that the mean serum ICTP concentration in dogs with osteosarcoma was not significantly increased, compared with that of clinically normal dogs. The serum ICTP concentration of dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma was also compared with that of clinically normal dogs, and no significant differences were found (Figure 2). Because the appendicular form of osteosarcoma makes up approximately 80% of all cases of osteosarcoma in dogs (85% in this study), it is clear that serum ICTP concentration has no usefulness as a screening test for osteosarcoma in dogs. However, results of this study indicated that dogs with axial osteosarcoma had a higher mean serum ICP concentration than both dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma and clinically normal dogs. This suggests the possibility that serum ICTP concentration could serve as a screening test for the detection of the axial form of osteosarcoma in dogs. To confirm such a hypothesis would require a considerably larger number of dogs with osteosarcoma than was available in this study.

The precise reason for the significantly greater increase in serum ICTP concentrations in dogs with the axial form of osteosarcoma, compared with those of dogs with the appendicular form of osteosarcoma, is unknown. Although this study only has a modest sample size, the small P value (P < 0.001) supports the possibility of a true biological difference in serum ICTP concentrations between dogs with axial osteosarcoma and clinically normal dogs. There are several possible explanations for the higher serum concentrations of ICTP in dogs with axial osteosarcoma. Although it is known that 80% of the skeleton is cortical bone, there is an increased bone turnover in cancellous bone, compared with turnover in cortical bone.\(^30\) In axial locations, the ratio of cancellous bone to cortical bone is higher, particularly in the vertebral bodies.\(^39\) It is possible that this combination of increased turnover in cancellous bone and an increased ratio of cancellous to cortical bone in axial sites may contribute to the increased concentrations of ICTP in locations of axial osteosarcomas.

In the literature, a diurnal variation in markers of bone metabolism has been identified in dogs.\(^33\) Results of 1 study indicate that the mean concentrations of ICTP decrease between 8 am and 4 pm. An initial attempt was made to standardize sample collection to a particular time of day, but because of our inability to dictate the time of the entry of a patient to the hospital and client scheduling concerns, a standard sample collection time was difficult to achieve. Also, we made no attempt to collect samples serially at different time points during the day. Blood samples collected for this study from both tumor-bearing and clinically normal dogs were obtained between the hours of 8 am and 4 pm; it is possible that the serum ICTP concentration in control dogs was reduced as the results of a normal diurnal variation. It is unknown whether serum concentrations of ICTP are also affected by chronobiologic events in patients with osteosarcoma. It is possible that influence of timing of sample collection from patients with bone tumors would be insignificant because of loss of normal homeostasis and autonomous pathologic bone activity. Evaluation of this consideration would require a standardized sample collection time and serial sample collection from tumor-bearing and clinically normal dogs.

Other possible influences on the serum ICTP concentration could include diet. All patients were fed commercial diets, and there was no attempt to standardize the diets for the tumor-bearing dogs or for control dogs. The exact influence of different diets for these patients is not known and would require additional evaluation.

The concentration of ICTP declined with advanced age in both control and tumor-bearing dogs, which is consistent with findings in a previous study.\(^6\) Age and the serum ICTP concentration were evaluated to negate the possibility of increased bone resorption activity in a geriatric control population arising as a result of other bone disorders such as osteoarthritis. The results of this study confirm that as dogs age, serum ICTP concentrations decline. Control dogs were not radiographically screened for osteoarthritis or occult neoplasia. However, follow-up of control dogs revealed dogs with osteosarcoma at 8 months after blood collection for the study.

There was an attempt to select control dogs to match our accrued tumor-bearing dogs. Tumor-bearing dogs...
were accrued sequentially as admitted to the teaching hospital for evaluation and treatment. The clinical nature of tumor-bearing dogs was random. However, control dogs that were available to us were predominately volunteered as student-owned dogs, which limited our formal matching strategy. Thus, our attempt to match dogs on the basis of age, breed, and sex between the 2 groups was largely hampered by the clinical nature of the study. The lack of appropriately matched control dogs is a limitation of this study.

The findings of this study differ from that of a study on the evaluation of osteosarcoma in dogs in which the amino-terminal fragment of type I collagen or N-terminal telopeptide in urine was measured. In that study, baseline urine N-terminal telopeptide concentrations in dogs with appendicular osteosarcoma were increased, compared with those of clinically normal dogs. An additional finding in that study was a decrease in urine N-terminal telopeptide concentration with treatment of osteosarcoma. Our current study did not attempt to correlate serum ICTP concentrations with response to treatment. Evaluation of changes in serum ICTP concentrations with treatment of osteosarcoma would merit additional evaluation.

Simultaneous evaluation of multiple bone markers for bone resorption, such as ICTP, N-terminal telopeptide, and C-terminal telopeptide, in a patient population with malignant bone disease should be conducted to validate the usefulness of each individual marker in the context of this tumor. In addition, the use of markers specific for bone formation, such as osteocalcin and bone-specific alkaline phosphatase concentrations, could also be assessed to better define the usefulness of such markers in dogs with osteosarcoma.

The use of a serum concentration of a bone marker as a screening test for osteosarcoma in dogs could be beneficial for several reasons. An effective screening test could result in an earlier diagnosis of osteosarcoma in dogs at risk, which might provide clinical benefit. A screening test could allow for an earlier detection of this painful malignancy and thus might provide a window for earlier intervention that could reduce the morbidity of an individual patient. A screening test that could allow for an earlier detection, perhaps even in the preclinical phase of disease, has the potential to contribute to optimization of novel and improved treatment modalities. The potential usefulness of this test as a screening tool in individual dogs or in breeds of dogs at risk for development of osteosarcoma may merit further evaluation. Longitudinal assessment of bone markers such as ICTP throughout a given life span of a dog may provide an early tumor marker for that individual. This screening concept would require extensive validation in high-risk and low-risk breeds, such as Greyhounds versus Whippets. The use of healthy, orthopedically sound dogs that are age, breed, and sex matched would be a reasonable negative control population. In addition, the use of this test to monitor response to osteosarcoma treatment would also require robust evaluation. The ability to detect subclinical progression of the disease of a patient by use of a marker of bone metabolism, such as ICTP, could potentially allow for additional treatment with potential for prolongation of the disease-free interval and survival time. Finally, development of a bench assay kit, such as an ELISA over the radioimmunoassay used in this study, would expand the appeal of serum ICTP concentration as a diagnostic tool.

Evaluation of serum ICTP concentrations in dogs that have other bone neoplastic diseases, such as metastatic carcinoma or multiple myeloma, might also be worthy of exploration as these lesions increase ICTP concentrations in human patients.
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